Why LWW Health Library?
LWW Health Library delivers trusted health science education and clinical content directly to students, faculty, and staff through a single portal—providing interactive online access to essentials texts, images, real-life case studies, and quiz banks specifically tailored for the specialty. In addition to health science schools and hospitals, these resources are a must-have for related educational programs—ensuring you have the resources you need to effectively support your students’ foundational learning and clinical practice.

LWW Health Library
Physician Assistant Collections:
Core Education and Rotations/Specialties

- Provides two collections of content for both years of the PA curriculum
- “Core” collection covers all anatomical and basic sciences required within the curriculum including key gold standard titles
- “Rotations/Specialties” collection covers the content needs of the clinical rotations requirement of the PA curriculum, and special search and navigation functionality allows users to search and browse content across all core rotations or within a specific rotation
- Extensive cases, which are broken down by rotation and Q&A, support learning needs
- RSS feed for both collections from two renowned PA journals (JAAPA and JPAE) will feature links to timely articles

Key Features of LWW Health Library:
A single portal to foundational and basic sciences resources, as well as rich multimedia ancillaries for teaching, learning, and practice

- Highly-rated references: Trusted, core texts from Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, making it a one-stop, digital portal for authoritative content paired with industry leading functionality
- Updated content: Ongoing content updates as new editions publish, as ancillary content is acquired, and/or as authors supply clinical, practice changing updates to their content
- Advanced semantic search: Guides users to results displayed by title, chapter, topic, and/or type of resource
- OvidInsights widget: Connects students with valuable primary literature with an exclusive OvidInsights search widget, which returns targeted results and article previews ideal for journal club activities
- Responsive Design: Ability to browse content on your computer, tablet, or smartphone with ease
- Personal accounts: Users with a FREE personal account can enjoy personalization such as quizzing, saved searches, content alerts, robust printing capability, seamless off-site access, and more
- 150 cases organized by rotation and topic: Cases begin with a clinical scenario and progress step by step through the decision-making process of patient management to help students prepare for their upcoming rotation and to promote clinical reasoning skills
Physician Assistant—Core Education

The Core book collection has over 37 fundamental texts, covering key areas of study—anatomical sciences, pathology, and biochemistry. Also included are over 600 cases—allowing students to review for exam or utilize for presentation prep. Q&A covers 4,800 questions to reinforce learned content and help with PANCE preparation.

- Agur: Grant’s Atlas of Anatomy*
- Bhat: The Washington Manual® of Medical Therapeutics
- Bickley: Bate’s Guide to Physical Examination and History Taking*
- Caughey: Cases and Concepts Step 1: Pathophysiology Review
- Caughey: Cases & Concepts Step 1: Basic Science Review
- Chandar: Lippincott’s Illustrated Reviews: Cell and Molecular Biology
- Costanzo: Physiology: Cases and Problems
- Deton: Grant’s Dissector*
- Doan: Lippincott’s Illustrated Reviews: Immunology
- Engelberg: Schaeter’s Mechanisms of Microbial Disease
- Fadem: Behavioral Science in Medicine
- Ferrier: Lippincott’s Illustrated Reviews: Biochemistry
- Fletcher: Clinical Epidemiology: The Essentials
- Gartner: Color Atlas and Text of Histology
- Golan: Principles of Pharmacology: The Pathophysiologic Basis of Drug Therapy*
- Harvey: Lippincott’s Illustrated Reviews: Microbiology
- Kassirer: Learning Clinical Reasoning
- Krebs: Lippincott’s Illustrated Reviews: Neuroscience
- Leeper-Woodford: Lippincott Illustrated Reviews: Integrated Systems
- Lieberman: Marks’ Basic Medical Biochemistry: A Clinical Approach*
- Lily: Pathophysiology of Heart Disease: A Collaborative Project of Medical Students and Faculty
- Lo: Resolving Ethical Dilemmas: A Guide for Clinicians
- Moore: Clinically Oriented Anatomy*
- Orient: Sapira’s Art & Science of Bedside Diagnosis
- Pawlina: Histology: A Text and Atlas With Correlated Cell and Molecular Biology*
- Preston: Lippincott’s Illustrated Reviews: Physiology
- Rennke: Renal Pathophysiology: The Essentials
- Rhoades: Medical Physiology: Principles for Clinical Medicine
- Riegelman: Studying a Study & Testing a Test
- Sadler: Langman’s Medical Embryology
- Schaaf: Human Genetics: From Molecules to Medicine
- Siegel: Essential Neuroscience
- Strayer: Rubin’s Pathology: Clinicopathologic Foundations of Medicine*
- Thaler: The Only EKG Book You’ll Ever Need
- West: Pulmonary Pathophysiology: The Essentials
- Whalen: Lippincott Illustrated Reviews: Pharmacology

* Indicates Gold Standard Title

Physician Assistant—Rotations/Specialties

This collection offers 41 must-have references, including key series titles covering the core rotations of Internal Medicine, OB/GYN, Pediatrics, Surgery, Family Medicine, and Psychiatry as well as the top authoritative text in Physician Assistant study, O’Connell’s A Comprehensive Review for the Certification and Recertification Examinations for Physician Assistants. There are over 150 cases, broken down by rotation—allowing students to review for exam or utilize for presentation prep. Q&A covers over 3,700 questions to help with exam and PANCE preparation, including Q&A from O’Connell.

GENERAL REFERENCE/EXAM PREPARATION
- Ayala: Boards & Wards USMLE Step 2 & 3
- Bhat: The Washington Manual® of Medical Therapeutics
- Mcinnis: Step-Up to USMLE Step 2*
- O’Connell: A Comprehensive Review For the Certification and Recertification Examinations for Physician Assistants*
- Sloane: Essentials of Family Medicine
- Thaler: The Only EKG Book You’ll Ever Need
- Van Kuenen: Step-Up to USMLE Step 3*

INTERNAL MEDICINE/FAMILY MEDICINE
- Agbegi: Step-Up to Medicine*
- Bergin: Medicine Recall
- Drislane: Blueprints Neurology*
- Duncan: Lippincott Q&A Medicine: Review for Clinical Rotations and Exams*
- Goroll: Primary Care Medicine
- Hucner: Step-Up to Emergency Medicine*
- Lipsky: Blue Prints Family Medicine*
- De Fer: Internship Survival Guide
- Young: Blue Prints Medicine*

OB/GYN
- Beckmann: Obstetrics and Gynecology
- Callahan: Blue Prints Obstetrics and Gynecology*
- Casanova: Shelf Life Obstetrics and Gynecology*
- Snyder: Step-Up to Obstetrics and Gynecology*

PEDIATRICS
- Bernstein: Pediatrics for Medical Students
- Brown: BRS Pediatrics*
- Marino: Blue Prints Pediatrics*
- Mcgahren: Pediatrics Recall*
- Shah: Step-Up to Pediatrics*
- Sheth: Shelf Life Pediatrics*
- Zorc: Schwartz Clinical Handbook Pediatrics

PSYCHIATRY
- Carlat: Psychiatric Interview
- Cavalcuti: ASAM’S Principles of Addiction Medicine: The Essentials
- Ruiz: Substance Abuse Handbook
- Sadock: Concise Textbook of Clinical Psychiatry
- Sadock: Pocket Handbook of Clinical Psychiatry

SURGERY
- Blackbourne: Surgical Recall*
- Blackbourne: Advanced Surgical Recall
- Jarrell: NMS Surgery
- Jarrell: NMS Surgery Casebook
- Karp: Blue Prints Surgery*
- Lawrence: Essentials of General Surgery
- Lawrence: Essentials of Surgical Specialties
- Zaslau: Step-Up to Surgery*
- Zaslau: Shelf Life Surgery*

* Indicates Gold Standard Title

Award-winning Support and Consultative Services
- Ovid’s award-winning support teams help implement tools into your library for the most optimized deployment, promotion, training, configuration, and customization.
- 24/7 support is available in over 20 different languages.

The global Customer Engagement team has attained best-in-class recognition through Omega Management Group’s NorthFace ScoreBoard Award™ for superior customer satisfaction scores for the last five years running.

REQUEST YOUR FREE TRIAL TODAY!
Contact your Ovid Representative to learn more or email sales@ovid.com.